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Summary-Congested band operation as found in the amateur
service presents an interesting problem in analysis which can only
be solved by statistical methods. Consideration is given to the rela-
tive merits of two currently popular modulation techniques, SSB and
DSB. It is found that in spite of the bandwidth economy of SS13 this
system can claim no over-all advantage with respect to DSB for
this service. It is further shown that there are definite advantages
to the use of very broadband techniques in the amateur service.

The results obtained from the analysils of the radio amateur serv-
ice are significant, for they challenge the intuitively obvious and uni-
versally accepted thesis that congestion in the radio frequency
spectrum can only be relieved by the use of progressively smaller
transmission bandwidths obtained by appropriate coding and modu-
lation techniques. In order to study the general problem of spectrum
utilization, some basic results of information theory are required
Some of the significant work of Shannon is reviewed with special
emphasis on his channel capacity formula. It is shown that this
famous formnula, in spite of its deep philosophical significance, can-
not be used meaningfully in the analysis and design of practical,
present day communications systems. A more suitable channel
capacity formula is derived for the practical case.

The analytical results thus obtained are used to show that broad-
band techniques have definite merit for both civil and military ap-
plications. Furthermore, such techniques will result in far miore
efficient spectrumi utilization in many applications than any practical
narrow-band, frequency-channelized approach. Thus broad-band
techniques can, in many cases, increase the number of available
"channels." With regard to military communications it is shown
that the ability of a communicatiotn system to resist jamming varies
in direct proportion to the transmissioni bandwidth for a given data
rate. Thus narrow-band techniques lead progressively to more ex-
pensive communications systems and less expensive jammers. It
is concluded that in the mnilitary field broad-band techniques are not
only desirable but also often mandatory.

I. INTRODUCT1ON

\AOST common. usage of the radio frequency spec-
trminvolves operationi at specified fr-equen-cies

as assigned by the appropriate regulatory
agencies in the various coun-tries. In contrast, the radio
am,ateur service is assignied various bands of frequenicies
anid pioperly licensed stations are permitted to operate
at anly frequency within these banids. This freedom of
chioice of frequency is niecessitated by t-he obviously im-
possible administrative pr-oblemi of assigniiig specific
frequencies to specific stations atId, furthermnore, the
available banidwidths fall. short by several orders of
m-agnitude of providinig exclusive channels to each an-
thorized station. Thus, as onie might suspect, the situa-
tioi in. the amateur banids is a chaotic one in terims of
mutual interference. There is very little tenden,cy to
"channelize" foi several r-easonis. T'he cirowcled conditions
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norm,ally leave no emi-pty spaces. in frcquenicy so th-atI- a
station starting operation, has no choice but to tranismiit-
."in between." two strong statioi-is or oni top of a vweakei
station. Furthcrm~ore, at the higlie HF freq u~encis tl1ie
ionospheiic "skip" miakes it iml-possible to choosc ai
good operatin-g frequen-cy by listeniniig, siiice thc signa-l
situation will be radically differenit betweteii two points
spaced many miles ap,,art. FIhus, the vetry iiatuire of the
amateur scrvTice wxould lead oin to rexpc thI n

meaningful analysis of this problem-i miust be b.ised oii,
statistical approach.
A mi-athemiatical study of ami-ateurtradio cotnin-tnica-

tionis cani be of use in other imiportCant urcas. C"onsidei-,
for example, rmilitary7 coltflvfiutiications wheQ-e allocattot.
of fr-equcncies canilot possibly prevent itcrfeireince lue
to thit use of the sanui fieqLue ities by the opposin,g tortces.
It is niot hard to im-agin-e that under suchcioiiditionis each
opeirator will shift frequency an-d take o helic appropriate
action iii ordcr to, get his mnessage through. Thus,i (a
comi-bat area we mi-ight well expect to ft.n tI-i e veiry saine
chaos in the conin-munications services that vwe observe i
thce ami-iteui bands today. Cci-tainly in suchi situiationis
inter-ferenice eanniot be eliminiiated by, allocationi intet-
ferei-ice will exist and we miust simply lcairii t1o livc witli
it. We ire not speaking herc of intentional aninining butt
-ather ol the casual intcrfertc e vhich is iinevitable
when- two opposin.g nid-iitary forces (whitcI todaty depentd
heavily oni radio) atteniipt to operate indtjpcietdcntly
and use the same electron iagnietic spectiunum. ri?he piroh
lem- of intaentional jamminiii will he treatet iii tietail in
Section, \L

In- the anialysis of the radio aniateur problem wxhicl
follows, thiree m-odes of opcration' au- ctoniparctl. Itis
first assuniied that all stations eniiploy supp)resstlc-carrieit
single sidebanid (SSB) PFhen exclusive use of suppresseth
carrier AMI (DSB) is assun-ied, Finially, a frequentcy
diversity syste-i is examiniect in whichi ecah staition
transmits a large tnumbei of idei tiecal sig -ials at naa
domly selected, frequencies in thc ban-d. Intuitively we
miight suspect that SSB would be superiorto1 DSIB be-
cause of the two-to-onei differen.cc ini sigiial banidwidths.
T,heticequency diversity system is imntuitively uidicu-lous
because it apparenitly "wastes" Liindwidth rath-cr ii-
discriminiantly. As we shall see, inituition is a poor gu~id
in~these m,atters. [Tie feeling that we shiould always
try to 'con.serve bandwidth." is n-o dloubt caused by an
envirorinment in which it has been standarud l)iacticc t-o
sh-arc the RF spectrum-i oni a frequenicy basi.s. Our em-o
tions tlo not altei the tact that banidwidtIis but nci
diti-etisioni of a imiultidimen.sional siunationu.
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11. CONGESTED BAND ANALYSIS
SSB Case
We shall first consider the case of exclusive use of

SSB. The spectral situation is shown in Fig. 1 as it might

0

FB f

Fig. 1-Power density spectra-SSB case.

appear to a particular receiver. Each signal occupies a
bandwidth B (equal to the baseband bandwidth for
SSB), has a location in frequency independent of all
other signal locations, and has an amplitude of power
density independent of all other signal amplitudes. The
signal amplitudes will have a probability distrihution
which will be specified at a later time. While tne fre-
quency locations of the various signals are distributed at
random, it can be said that, on the average, there are a
given number of signals per given unit of bandwidth.
Thus, we may specify the density of loading of the band
by a quantity k which represents the average number of
signals per unit bandwidth. It happens that we sha:ll
need to know the probability of having a given number
of signals v falling in a bandwidth B. This, of course, is
given for the conditions specified by the celebrated dis-
tribution of Poisson as

P(v, B) = cB,(k)

where P(P, B) is the probability of having v signals in
the bandwidth B if there are k signals per unit band-
width on the average.
The choice of the distribution function for the signal

power densities is somewhat arbitrary and, as far as the
final results are concerned, apparently not particularly
critical. It is physically reasonable and mathematically
contvenient to choose the chi-squared distributionl'

xV12-le x12
P,(X) = P(/2
Y2p/2]p(v12)

(x > 0),

where p,(x) is the probability density function of the
spectral amplitude which results from the summation of
v independent signals. For -1= the distribution has a
mean of unity. This specifies that the average signal
strength at the receiver is unity which results in no loss
of generality for this application.

For convenience only, we shall assume that we are
receiving a signal of average strength and want to find

the probability that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio at the re-
ceiver output will equial or exceed a specified value. For
SSB operation, the SNR at RF is the same as the SNR
at the receiver output. We shall estimate the effective
noise level at the receiver input by noting the interfer-
ence level at the center of the pass band. We shall now
determine the probability that the interference level
will be less than or equal to J, which means that the
SNR at the receiver output will be equal to or greater
than 1/J, since the desired signal is assumed to be of
average strength of unity. Let PSSB(SNR > 1/J) be this
probability. Then

PSSB(SNR > 1/J) = P(O, B) + P(1, B) f pi(x)dx

+ P(2, B) f P2(x)dx + P(3, B) f p3(x)dx + ^ *, (3)

which states that the event will occur if there are no
signals in B, if there is one signal in B with amplitude
less than J, if there are two signals in B the sum of whose
amplitudes is less than J, etc. It should be clear that
if an interfering signal is to contribute to the measure-
ment of interference, its lowest frequency must fall
somewhere within a frequency band extending from the
center of the pass band to B cycles below. It is to this
evetnt that the terms P(v, B) in (3) refer. Substituting
(1) and (2) into (3) one obtains

Ps,sB(SNR 2 1/J)
___kB)VCJ xv/2-1e-xl

= e-kB[l + E (kB v2 -dx
v=l V.! 2 F(v/2)

(4)

Evaluation of (4) for a fixed J and variable k will give
the probability of exceeding a certain receiver output
SNR as a function of band loading. For example, for
J= I the expression gives the probability of exceeding a
0-db SNR when receiving a signal of average strength,
or of exceeding a +3-db SNR when receiving a signal of
twice (power) average strength, etc. Fortunately, the
integral function in (4) is tabulated2 and the series con-
verges rather rapidly, so that the numerical work in-
volved in evaluating (4) is not too difficult.

DSB Case
As might be suspected, the analysis of the case in-

volving exclusive use of DSB is quite similar to the SSB
analysis. There are two important differences to be
noted. First, since all transmitted signials have twice the
baseband bandwidth it is to be expected for a given band
loading there will be more interfering signals involved
than in the case of SSB. In the DSB analysis theni, we
will be concerned with the probability of having v inter-
fering signals in a bandwidth 2B, usinig the same esti-
mate of effective receiver input noise level as before.

2 C. D. Hodgman, "Mathematical Tables," Chemical Rubber
Publishing Co., Clev7elaiid, Ohio, p. 257; 1946.

i H.Crasit ier, PiMathematical Methods of StatisticsN cP1inceton
Unliversitv7 Press, Priniceton, N. J., ch. 18; 1946.
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TIhus the Poissoni distribution P(i, 2B) mlust be used in
the equatioin equivalent to (3) for the DSB analysis.
This represents a loss caused by increased tranismission
bandwidth; there is a compen.sating gain as will be seen.
The second:l differenice betwee the SSB3 and DSB
analysis inivolves thlie relationship betweenl the pre-
detector and postdetector SNIR's. In SSB these two
ratios are the samle. In DSB the postdetectoi SNR is
3 dlb better than the predetector value. This differenice
ai-ises because of the coherent additioni of upper anid
lower sidebaciid coniponeints of the sigilal and incoher-ezit
-addiition of the correspolnding iliterfeeience componeents
ini the synchronous detector. Thus, for identical output
SNR's the interference power density will be two times
a.s gireat il ative to (lesired signal density in DSB as
comnpared to SSB. Consequently, in the equation equiv
alent to (3) the upper limint orn all integrals itiust be
changed from:i J to 2J in. order that J have the san-e
mzeaiiinig in botth cases.

Whleni the twvo changes discussecl above are mnade, the
probability of exceedinig ani output SNR of 1/J fobr a

dlesireed signal of m-ieani streiigth (uniity) becomes

PDSB(SNR > 1/J)
rii[i (2kB)I 2d v 1 (52)

e_2k-B I + £: -- d (15)
V v! 2 v21(2) j

A comparison of (4) and (5) shows that the increased
banid.width of DSB has in som3e ways been detrimental
(2kB in place of kB in the Poisson distribution.), and
in other ways beneficial (2J in. place of J ini the integral
expression). As later calculations show, the increased
baiidwidth of DSB does not affect the relative congested
band performarnce as compared to SSB in any significant.
m-rianiner. We might begin to suspect that the efficient
use of br-oader baindwidths iin a congested operatirig
banid is n-ot necessarily a bad idea. The broader baud-
width signals will increase the tendency of frequenicy
overlap and tend, in. a, sense, to cause more interferenice.
This is obvious. What is not so obvious is the Jact that the
increased bandwzeidth gives to the reeL iving system an in-
creased ability to discriminate between the desired signal
and the interference. In order to inivestigate fuither the
effects of increasing tranismnission bandwidth, a rather
simuple fornm of broad-ban-d t;echniqi;ue will niow be
analyzed.

Frequency Diversity Case

For this example we shall use the SSB mode of traiis-
mission (although the DSB miode would yield iden-tical
results), in a somewhat unusual maniler. Each station
will transmit not onie but MI (where M is a large nurimber)
identical signials at randomily chosen freqLencies in. the
congested band. The receiver must kniow these frequenicy
locations so that all M signals may be received, detected,
and added coherently to produce the receiver outlput
signal. With each station tratnsmitting M identical
signals, the interference spectrun'i amplitude will, with

nearly uiiit probability, be very :cearly e(ilual to a con
sta.nit value at dll frequenims for sufficinatly large J1f.
'JhI-is valuie niay be deteriminiiiied quite easily by iiispectio.

Cotisider first the iioiinial SS13 situationi without Iiver-
sty. Th-ic r-eceived sigiials arc (listributed in itranplitude
of power density about a mieani-i of u urity. `IFus,, the
aver-age receivied power is B watts per stat ion Si)ce
there are k stations pe cycle or t;he average, the m,iiean-
iiterferei:ice powxei cleiisity will be kB watts per cycle.
Gosinig fromi onie tranismiiission -to M! tranisiinissioIis pei
station (assuniiiitg the powxr of each statimi is nuw sphit
evenly betweeni the Ml signals) does niot alter the value
of the aveiage interference power den(lsity. In the (Ii
versity case this average value will be very iiearly the
actual value of iiiterferenice de isity level wvhich will
exist at all frequenicies aiid at all tinaes. The diversity
receiver output SNR m-ay iioow be easily calculated.

Eacli of the Al signials will hiave a power 131M (for
thle average signl:-d sti-enigth case) anid thie iioise power ac
cepted iii receiving- each of the A1 signals will be kB2 1 he
RF SNI e.tech of the 11 freqcueicies wxll be IlMJB
anid colheiret-it additioni of LJ such signials will yield ani
output SN R of l h/kB So theii

I
(SNR)Div hR (6)

Onla power basis for a desired signal of niean strength.
Note that in (6) we are able to specify the precise SNR,
while in. the SSB and DSB cases of (4) and (5) we can
otily predict the probability or the percentage time the
SNR will exceed a given value.

Ill Risst LTS AND DisctTSSION CONGE1>STED BAND
I-rhe results represented by (4)-(6) may be interpreted3

iii m-aniy different ways. For the purposes of this discus-
sion let us assuime that voice communications is inivolvedi
and that message reception will be corisidered successful
if the receiver output SNR equals or exceeds unity or 0
db. Keep in mind that this is not a commerical service
but rather a service where the opeiator is willing to ex-
ert somle effoi-t in. ordeci to understand what is being said.
ThIlus, the 0-db choice is probably reasonable with i-e-
gard to setnten-ce intelligibility where the inuterferenice i)
of an incoherent niature1The three equations will theni be
used to calculate the circuit reliability for signals at 0,
+3, +6, and +9 db relative to mean signal. strength as
a flunction of kB, the band loading expressed in average
iiumber of stations per audio bandwidth. The 'resulting
1graphs are shown in. Figs. 2 throuigh 5. Turning fiist to
Fig. 2, which assumties a received signal of iiiean strenigth,
we niote that the circuit reliability drops rather iapidIly
with banid. loading for both SSB an(I DSBI SS3 shows
sonme advantage, but of a small amnount at loadings
which result in a reasonable reliability percen'tage. AnL
estimate of the increased niumber of users for the sam-1e
performance which iesults from SSB use iinay be ob
t,aimed b,y drawing a line horizonally fromn aniy given
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Fig. 3-Per cenit circuLit reliability vs band loading.

ordinate value and noting the kB values at which this
line interesects the SSB and DSB curves. The two-to-
one increase in loadin-g which we might at first expect
from SSB certainily does not materialize, except at
values of circuit reliability which are so low as to be
meaningless. Thus, the randomness of band occupaincy

has a sigiiificant effect on performance, and any intuitive
conclusions based on orderly channel assignments are

subject to considerable error. Note in particular that the
circuit reliability for SSB at kB = 1 is 70 per cent. At this
loading there are enough channels to satisfy all needs,
and 100 per cent reliability could be had if some or-

ganization could be obtained. About the only conclu-
sions to be drawn from Fig. 2 are that SSB and DSB
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Fig. 5-Per cen-t circutit reliability vs band loading.

give nearly the same performance and that it is usually
hopeless to try to communicate with a station whose
signal strength is only average at times when the band
is crowded. This last conclusion will come as no surprise
to the experienced operator.
As the strength of the desired signal increases above

the mean value the situation improves rather rapidly,
as shown by Figs. 3-5. The SSB and DSB curves now

"cross over'J and both curves tend to stay at higher
reliability values as kB is increased, which is to be ex-

pected. Note in Fig. 5 that DSB shows a slight ad-
vantage over SSB for the lower loading values and the
cross-over occurs wheni the reliability factor is 63 per
cent. In total these results show the futility of claiming
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any advantage for either SSB or DSB in this service.
If one is inisistent upon claiming ani advantage, the
specific conditioins under which the comparisons are
m)i.ade must be given.

In our attempt to determinie the senisitivity of the cal-
culated results with respect to the choice of the ampli
tude distributioni function, aii exponential distribution
was tried in place of the chnisquared. The exponentital
distribution gave nmore weight to signals above the meai,
thani did the chi-squared. However, the final results were
very nearly the same. A further calculation involving a
delta-function distributionl (all interferinig signials of the
samie strength) showed no significant differences. Thus,
one is led to believe ihat the results obtainied are iiot
particularly sensitive to the choice of any reasonrable
distributioti functioii for the signal strengths.
The performance of the frequency diversity system

shows up in a rather unusual miian-iner in the graphs.
This is due in part to the way in which we chose to
interpret the results, and in part to the fact that in this
case the interference is not random but cornstanit. In the
niarrow-band cases the in-iterference level changes con-
siderably in short periods of time because of the ratidorrm
appearances aInd disappearances of signals close to the
operatinig frequency. In the broad-baud case, the initer-
ference observed is the net result of nearly all the sta
tions on the band so that the actions of any one station-
have a n-iegligible effect on the interference level at ttie
output of an appropriate bioad-band receiving system
Thus, for a giveni loading, the interference level stays
fixed and only the signal strengths of the various stationis
to which the receiver is "tuned" will be founid to vaiy.
Some signals will be sufficiently above the noise to be
understood all of the time, while others will be below the
noise and will not be heard at all. We have made a
rather interesting trade in going from narrow- to broad
band operation. In narrow-band operationi, we can copy
a strong signal most of the time and a weak signal just
part of the time. In broad-ban-d operation, we can copy a
strong signal all of the time but a weak signal cannot be
copied at all. The reason for the shape of the frequency
diversity curves should now be clear, and the nature of
the "trade-off" may be evaluated by an examination of
Figs. 2 5
Amateur band operation with broad-band systems

will prove to be somewhat different in certain respects.
There will be fewer stations with which contact miiay be
established (since the weaker signals which were for-
merly heard itntermittently will now not be heard at all),
but once conitact is established the conversation can be
expected to continue without interruption for a con-
siderable period of time. Since the amateur is not nor
mally concerned with comnimunicating with a specific pei-
son, the exchange of some freedom of choice of possible
contacts for reliability of communications will probably
be welcomed.

In the case of military communications, the problem
is more difficult, since specific messages must be trans-

mitted to specific stationis.If the signal strengths are
weak, the niarrow-banid approach certainly offers no
solutiot since, as we have seein, the circuit reliability
will be poor. The message will have to be i-epeated over
and ovei again before it is received with anly reason-able
degree of completeness and accuracy. Thus, unlder suchli
adverse conditions we have been forced to lower the data
rate because the n-ecessity for repetition-1 has increased
the time required for the transaltlsioii of a giveiti ii-1es
sage. Bioad-band operation under the sanyie adverse co i-

ditions will suffer the saie fatc, but to a iesser degree
lT'he data rate will have to be lowered (this cat-i be done
without decreasifig the bandwidth) but sii-ce the inter-
ferenice level will be fixed at som-re average val-ue we can
lower the rate by just the amoun-t niecessary to keep t;he
error rate below the acceptable maximunin With narrowi
banid operation, practical considerations will no doubt
force us to reduce the data rate to a value determinLed by
the axinminm interference level. Irhus, for cogested-
batnd omeration, broad-band systems appear to offe- a
miio-e orderly approach to the probleii a id a potentially
higlh-er average tiaffic volume than narronwband sys
tens.

Nothing that has been said so far should be con-
strued as meani-ng that broad-band systemns will always
give us the traffic volu-me we vw'ould like to nave, oi feel
we must have to support operatioiis. As the conigestioni
becomiies worse it will be impossible to avoid reducing
the data rate pei circuit. The im-tiportanit poitit heie is
that the broad-band philosophy accepts interference as a
Iact oj life and an attempt is made to do -the best that is
possible under the circumstances The iiarirow-baib d
philosophy essentially denies the existence of interfer-
ence since there is an implied assurmptionx that the nar
row-band signals catn be placed in non-ove liappinLg fre
quency bands and thereby prevent interferen-ce. It is
perhaps redundant to state that the realities of nmost
practical military situations almost conmpletely destroy
the validity of such reasoning.
At this point we shall leave the problem of the radio

amateur and turn our attenltion to other commumica
tions areass We have seen that the operating environ-
ment of the amateur is not unique to his service but
that iin other services, especially the military, conditions
in actual practice will quite often degenerate to the con-
gested situation of the amateum- service Urnder such
conditions we have shown the necessity foi a statistical
approach to the problem. It has been further demoni-
strated that the efficient use of additional tralsnsmission
ban-idwidth does not constitute a 'waste" in the basic
sense of the word. The policy of "coniserving band-
width" is not based on sound physical priniciples but is
based rather oni a very comnnonl but still myopic view of
comimunications. Such a policy will, in m-faniy situationis,
conserve only the opportunrity to commiunicate as
efficiently as mnight otheiwise be possiblLee Lvenworc-rset
this point of view quiite often leads to the design of
systems which have little or no true military capability
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because of extreme sensitivity to intentional interfer-
ence. These and other matters will be discussed in Sec-
tions VI and VII in more detail. First, it is necessary to
derive some rather simple results from information
theory.

IV. INFORMATION THEORY

Consider the problem of data transmission by elec-
trical means. We transmit pulses over a noisy circuit
and the pulses, together with the noise, are received and
interpreted. Errors in interpretation of the message
occur because of this noise. If the error rate is too high
and the transmitter power is fixed, we have traditionally
lowered the data rate in order to reduce the errors. This
has always worked and the reason givenl was very
simple. A lower data rate means that the pulse lengths
can be increased, which in turn allows narrower band-
widths to be used, thereby reducing the amount of noise
accepted by the receiver. Thus, it became axiomatic
that lower error rates could be obtained only by cor-
responding decreases in banidwidth and data rate. To
almost everyone in the communications art the validity
of this axiom was unquestioned since there was a great
deal of experience in support and none in contradiction.
It remained for Shannon to show that systems could
be constructed, in theory at least, which would behave
quite differently from what our previous experience
would lead us to expect. First of all, he showed that the
data rate could be held at a constant value (provided
this value were below a certain maximum) and at the
same time the error rate could be reduced to arbitrarily
small values. As for the general belief that one should
always use the minimum possible bandwidth in order to
reduce the noise accepted by the receiver, Shannon
showed that in the ideal case, with a white-noise back-
ground, the system bandwidth should be increased to
the point where the accepted noise power is at least
equal to the signal power.3 This new theory presented a
radically differenit picture of the limiting behavior of
communications systems.
A very superficial study of Shannon-type systemiis

will now be made in the belief that many readers, who
are niot specialists in informnatiorn theory, might find a
practical discussiotn of this topic interestinig and perhaps
useful. Fig. 6 shows a form of communicationls system
suggestedi by Shannion's work. The channel has a band-
width W and average (white) noise power N. The trans-
mitter is limited to an average power P. Consider a
white-noise generator having a bandwidth W. We record
AM different samples of the genierator output, each sam-
ple having a duration of T seconds. These wavefornms
are now designated f1(t), J2(t), f3(t), . . , f1c(t), ^ ,

f31(t) and are made available as transmitted symbols, as
indicated in the figure. Copies of each of the M wave-

3 C. E. Shaninon, "Commnunication in the presence of noise,"
PROC. IRE, vol. 37, pp. 10-21; January, 1949.

RECEIVER

Fig. 6-An ideal cotimimnicationis sy.stem.

forms are made and placed at the receiver itn the cor-
responding operator units 01, 02, * ' ' , Ok,. 'Q , Q, In
operation, one of the M waveforms (say the kth onie) is
selected for transmission. Waveform fl,(t) plus channiel
noise is received by each of the operator units. The op-
erator units subtract the waveform stored within each
unit froml- the received signal, square this difference,
integrate the square for T seconds (which is the dura-
tion of the symbols), and indicate this mean-square value
as shown. If T is sufficiently large, each m-leter (except
for the kth one) will with almost unit probability readc
very nearly a value corresponding to 2P+N, which is
the average power of the difference voltage in each case.
The kth meter will give a reading corresponlding to very
nearly N (again with almost unit probability), since the
flj(t) portion of the received signal is conmpletely removed
in the subtraction process and only the channel noise
remnains. Thus, by noting which meter has the lowest
reading we can identify which of the M symbols was
tranismitted. Of course, because of the channel nioise we
will make an occasional error ancd identify the wrong
symbol.

Before investigating the problem of errors we should
examiine the relationships between data rate R, symbol
duration T, and number of symbols M. Assumne that in
each T seconds of time the system receives S binary
digits (0, 1) to transmit. R will theii be S/T bits per
second. Since our symbol length is T, we must be pre-
pared to indicate a choice of one out of 2s possibilities
with each symbol transmitted, since this is the number
of different sequences of S binary digits. Then clearly
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M-=s and

S log12
R - -_ bits per second. (7)

T T

Note that if the symbol length lis increased, the numi-iber
of sym-nbols M used mllust increase exponentially with 7
i.n order to keep a conlstaInt data rate. Thus, if T is
doubled, M will have to be squared for the same data rite.
In general terimis

.ff-= A (8)

and

R log9A. (9)

Returninig again to Fig. 6, assumie the kth symubol has
been tranismitted. Thus, we look to see if the kth mneter
gives the lowest readilng. If this is so, there is nio eirror.
If any one of the other meters gives a lower reading, ain
error in selection will occur. The probability that any
meter will read less than the kth oiie can be m-iade pr-o
gressively smaller by in.creasing TF, which inicreases the
integratiol] time in the opeiator units. H:owever, this is

Only part of the story. As T is increased to lower the
probability of aniy oiie imeter indicating lower thain the
kth, the number of such comparisons needed rises ac-
coiding to (8) in order that the data iate remaiii fixed.
Thus, we have two conflicting trenids as 7 is increased.
The probability of error per comparison- drops, but the
number of comparisonsfiecessary to arrive at a selectioin
rises with increasing 7P Shannl-0on shows that we cani
always reduce the over-all probability of error in selec-
tion] to as small a value as we miiay choose by letthing 7T
become large, provided that il does n1ot iicirease withi 7"
faster thani

Al=M + AP T

secoid length sample of input bitnary data mnust be
available before choice of transml-itted3 symLbol may be
uade, and another T seconids is iequired for processing
at the receivei before identification miray be iiiade. What,
will be the order of magnitude of this trainsniission de
lay? Secondly, how many different synibo[ls Mwill be
required in a given situationi? TPhis last co -isideratioi- is
of special importance because it dleterniines, iatlher di
rectly, systemti com-iplexity. We mriight suspect that any,
attempt to operate at or very tieai the rate C would re
quire intolerably large Tand Alf slice thLs rate iepreseits
a limiting coniditioni. Similarly, lairge T and 1M woiild be
expected to result at operating rates lowei than C iftihe
error iate is specified at a very small value Wthat we
really nieed to know is the behavioi of T ail(i AL foit
practical error rate, say 10- as the data *-te is vxl]icC}
from zero to 100 per, enit of capacit, Rice iii an
cellent paper4 gives us a good udictoii of t heorters of
miagnitude inivolved. Rice assui-ied 1 1SNR of 0 ai r
aiii eiror rate of 105. 1Her tIhem determined t1li-e nunliber of
bits per symibol S whirch would be icressary I-or Vi(In-sOU\
values of the i-atio of actual data rate to ch miriel
ityN J he restults are showii plottreI ii. F igi Notice

u 9
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0
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This maximum pernmissible rate of in-crease of Al with P
determinies the maximum data rate which can] be slp-
ported with an arbitrarily small error rate. This m,axi-
munm rate is known as the channel capacity C anllt is
obtained by substitutin-ig (10) inito (7) to obtain

C /W log92 (1 + P/N) (11)
Of course, we do inot have to senid data at the rate giveni
by (11). We may send slower, anid enjoy arbitrarily low,
error rates. We may even send faster than C, but then
we must accept a certain irreducible error rate.
As remarkable as (1 1) may be, the enginieer concernied

with practical systemii design needs more information
than has been giveni thus fai. We iiow kiiow that multi-
symbol systems of the type shown in Fig. 6 are capable,
practical considerations aside, of m-naking the most
efficient possible use of the communiiications channiiel
There are twvo engineering constraints which must be
considered carefully. First, there is anl inherent delay of
2T seconids involved in data transismission- because a T

CIC

P IC 5

P- to

,041

lFig. 7 Curve froim0 Rice shioWlIg approacli to(1.rapaitiy.

that t;he niumzbers S of bits per sym-ilbol are qjuite large,
and keep in iiiind t.hat the numiber of symbols M- is 2',
We iieed nio n-uminerical exarnples to con-clude that the
ntutmber of symbols nieeded will be fanitastically laige
and tlhat it is completely impractical to attemnpt to
build systems which operate at rates close to the Shain-
non capacity under the co.nditions assumed above. (Aki

IS. 0. Rice, "Comnmunication in the presence of moise," Bell1
Sys. Tech. J., vol. 29 pp. 60-93; January, 1950.
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interesting piece of work by Stutt5 shows that the situa-
tioni is not quite so unreasonable if the SNR is low anid
the symbol waveforms are chosen systematically rather
than at random.)

In brief retrospect, we (as communications engineers)
have been shown by Shannon that there is an upper limit
to what we canl do no matter how hard we may try or
how ingenious we may be. That it may be extrernely
difficult to achieve or even approach this upper limit in
practice cani hardly be blamned oni Shannon. He has
located the top of our mounitaini; the problem of reaching
the peak is ours, not his.

V. A PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF HIGH EFFICIENCY

It is quite clear that any analysis of a comnmumii-
cations problem which uses the capacity formula with-
out careful qualification may give results of doubtful
practical value. If a system, of high efficiency and of
reasonable complexity could be found, perhaps problem
analysis could be carried out with results which would
be significant in practice. Consider once more the system
of Fig. 6, but now let there be only two symbols used,
f(t) and f2(t). Shannoni's idea of using noise-like symbols
is quite intriguing. This will be retained except that f2(t)
will be the niegative of fJ(t) instead of being chosen at
random as before. Thus, ]1(t) is now transmitted for
mark (or binary 1) and -fi(t) for space (or binary 0).
For obvious reasons we shall refer to this two-symbol
system as the binary system.

In the analysis of this binary system it is conveniient
to recall one form of the sampling theorem which states
that a time function of T-seconds duration and of W-
cycles bandwidth is completely specified by 2TW
equally-spaced sample values of the funtion. Thus, we
will represent the function fi(t) by the sequence of
nlumbers XI, X2, * * , X2TW }. which are the values of the
funiction at the sampling times. The funiction fJ(t) will
be nioise-like except that we shall adjust the function so
that we obtain the exact relationship

1 2TW

2T E x2-P, (12)

where P is the average tranismiitter power. In a like
manner the channiel noise, which has an average power
N, will be represetnted by the sequenice of numbers
lnl, n2, n2TW }, where the ni are indepenident nior-
mal variables with zero nmeani and variance N. If one
performs the operations described for Fig. 6 one obtains
the following for the probability of error Pt.

[ 1 2T7W
Pf = Prob. E Xjlnj < -P. (13)

2TW 1

The summii-ation termi may be showni to be Gaussian with

5 C. A. Stutt, "Regular Polyhedron Codes," Research Laboratory,
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., Tech. Rept. No. 59-RL-
2202; Febrtiary, 1959.

zero mean and variance PN/2TW. If operating conidi-
tions yield a low error probability, theni

P. (14)
2Vir(y)112

where

p
y=- TWV. (15)

A plot of log1o Peas a funIction of y is shown in Fig. 8.

epiy ,
. TF-? Y 2 r-NTW

3
-6 __ ____t

-8 K_X__ __..

9 -r4_

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Fig. 8-Plot of logto Pe vs y for the binary svstem.

Note that once the sys-tem error probability is fixed, the
relation-ship betweeni SNR, bandwidth, anid da-ta rate
(11T bits per second) is immediately cletermiined.
We might inquire Inow as to how good our bintary

system is. It is certainly as good as any two-symbol
system can be. Better results canl be obtained only by
increasing the num-lber of symbols. The gain in doinig
this, however, does not generally appear to be worth the
effort. For example, Stutt1 shows that for a PIN of
1/10 and error probabilities in the neighborhood of 10-4
to 10-6, the most efficienit symnbol choice requires the
use of about 100 symbols in order to increase the data
rate over binary by a factor of five. Note, however, that
at a fixed error rate the data rate of the binary system
may be made 5 times as large by iinceasing transmitter
power by 7 db. Thus, we must evalua-te the relative costs
of a 7-db transmitter power inicrease vs the increase ini
symbols from two (actually one in termis of equipmenit
complexity) to 100. We must coniclude, therefore, that
our binary system performanlce represen-ts about the
best that can be donie in lpractice. Better results may be
obtained by using inore symbols but the rate of improve-
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mLent will genlerally prove to be low.,
This places us in a good positionl to derive expressions

for the channel capacity in the practical case fi-omii (14)
ai)d (15). Before doing so we should understand that
for high SNR's these equations may yield iates in bits
per seconid far in excess of the banidwidth in cycles pei
seco-id. There is a miiathen-matical limitation which pre-
venits this. This Iihmmitation- will niot be discussed except
to miienitioni the fact that in theory the binaary system is
limnited to a mnaxiimum-l rate 2W regardless of SNR.1 In
p)rlctice it is usually quite (ifficult to achieve eveli W as
a rate; we shall choose this as our limiiiting value.

Since the rate R is 1 /7, the chann-iel capacity Cp in the
l)ractical case m:lay be obtain ed fr-omii (15) as

Iv P
C)) (16)lyV
C < W (16a)

where y is fixed by the desired erroi probability atccord-
inig to (14). For aii error probability of 10-, y is appiox
mately 9.2.

Admiittedly, the r-esult (16) is niot as elegaiit as (1-1).
Keep in minid, however, that the conicise niature of the
capacity formnula (11) is miade possible by a litmiting
process in imlathemllatics which cannot be duplicated in
lractice. A valid objectioni (could also be raised to the
application of the terlm "capacity" to the i-ate indicated
by (15) and expressed in (16) FromI1- purely theoretical
conisiderationis, suclh an objectioni is certaiiily justified.
Froml- a practical poinit of view, (16) does, in a sense,
(fualify as a capacity siiice the peifornmance indicated
may onlly be approached by the miost efficien1t uise of
modulation alnd processing techn-iques. ft is quite doubt-
ful that there exist at pr-esenit an-iy operating systemis
which perform-i as well as (16) indicates is obtainable.
The mlaini poinlt to remnemnlber is that for imiany years to
comi.e (16) will represent a senisible, realizable (but iiot
easily realizable) design goal for the con1i-unications
en-gineer; the capacity formula (11) caii i1ever ser-ve
this purpose. As processinig aiid storage techniques tin]-
prove, it is to be expected that at sojme future timiie
innultisymbol systemns may be built whose perfoi-nmjance
wvill exceed that inidicated by (16). This does niot in amy
wNay lesseni the utility of (16) as a frame of referen(ce

VI. JAMMING
Fromi the work of the previous section, we iiow derive

some rather simple results which are wvell-knlown to
informl-ationi theory specialists the world over, but whose
significance is apparently not appreciated by m-]aniy
enigineers, at least in this counitry.

Conisider first the performance of the bilnary system1-

6 This, like all genieralization-s, will have exceptionis. One can con-

ceive of situationis ini which the multisymbol system would have
sen1sible applicationi. In such cases the work of Stutt, ibid., should
prove quite useful.

7 See discuIssion of sam2-plinlg theoreml-l whiclh precedes (12).

in a. white-noise backgrounid havinxg a denisity of no watts
per cycle.dc he effective noise power N will then be

an-d (15) will iead in this case

RI E

11z0 7Uo

(11)

(18)

where E is the eniergy per transmnitted symlbol.We now
have derived the well-knl0own result that for binai-y
systems of this type operatinig against flat channiiel
noise, the error probability is independenit of bandwidth
and is a fuiuction only of eniergy pper symbol and nioise
power (lensity. Thus, for fixed, average signalfpOWer and(i
fixed data rate, the error probability does not chlanige as
the systeim bandwidthiS incieased. It is clear that as thc
banidwidth increases, the noise power accepted by the
receiveer increases, and for large bandwidths the ecieved
noise powei becomi-es quite large (om-ipared to received
signial poweler Thus, systemis of this type can op)eiate
with SNR's far below unity, om- put- another xxay , these
system-is cani be naade to operate saltisfiactorily ini the
presence of very large am1loUntS of noise p)ower. One
mlnight begin to suspect that a hibroaidbaud systemi wouk]
be fairly i1:i-immuIne to intentional jamming, since in noi mlm
operationi it is contenuding (satisfactorily) with suicni
large an-i.oun-ts of niatural noise that thc additional Inoise
contributed by the jamnmer would be iu]significant by
comi-iparison. That this s precisely the case vill be madle
more (iefinite in what follows.

Conisider a biiary cou immunications systeiim desigieid to
opei-ate in a white noise background of powei density
'io watts pei- cycle. Let practical considerationis dem-iand-
that tihe error probability be kept at or below a critic,-a
value P,o correspondiing t.o a y valuc of ey hcs th]e
chanenl capacity will be fron (16):

147 P
Cp=-

Y oW
(19)

as far as niatural Inoise is con-cer-n-ed For the sake of argu-
mnenlt, we shall choose to operate at a data rate R cmr-
resp)oiiding to one-half capacity. Th'len,

1. cp
T 2

2)

2yono0
(20)

Con.sider now the appearaice of a jamm.ing signal of
average power Jin the chaminel an.d let us investigate the
effect of J on y, since this factor miiust be kept above the
assunmed critical value of yo The nloise tei-in N iii (15)
will now be

V= noW + J, (21)

an-id whenl (20) and (21) aie substituted into (15) we
obtain

2no
y Yo - (22

no r+ J/1(
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This last equation tells a very interesting story. First of
all, note the appearance of the J/W term in the denomi-
nator. This indicates that the effectiveness of a given
average jamming power varies inversely as system band-
width. The broader the bandwidth the less effective will
be the resultant j'amming. In particular, in order to dis-
rupt the circuit (Qy = yo) one nieeds an amount of average
jamming power Jo equal to

Jo now (23)
under the conditions specified. Thus, the relationships
between bandwid th and jamming power become quite
clear and may be summarized as follows: If the most
efficient system design is assumed for a fixed data rate in
ec/ch case, the necessary power required to jam the ciruit
varies in direct proportion to system bandwidth. The
broader the bandwidth the more difficult it wvill be to jam
the circuit. Conversely, the narrower the bandTvidth the
easier it becomes to jam the circuit.

It should be quite clear that if intentional jamming is
a consideration, one must of necessity choose a broad-
band technique. The niarrow-band approach can only
lead to eventual disaster.

VII. THE QUESTION OF CHANNELS
The well-known, but not necessarily sufficiently ap-

preciated, relationship between jamming immunity and
systemn bandwidth discussed above leads to a natural
concerni over loss of chaninels if broad-banid techniques
are einployed, as obviously they must be in many
applications. It is the purpose of this section to discuss
the general problem of "channels" somewhat more
thoroughly than before, through use of the practical
channel capacity formula (16).

Consider the following problem. Communiications
service must be provided which requires that a total of
K stations be pernmited to transmit messages at any
time. Let a be the average fraction of time each station
is active. The average signal strength (power) at a par-
ticular receiver will be denoted by P and it is assumed
that Q cycles of total bandwidth are allocated to this
service. Background or natural noise will be ignored.
Thus:

Q=Total bandwidth allocated to service.
K = Number of stations, each of which m11ust

be permitted to transmit at any timie.
a = Average fraction of time each station is

actually transmitting.
P-M\Iean signal power at a receiving site (one

station).
CN, CpB= Practical channel capacity per circuit in

narrow- and broad-band operation, respec-
tively.

We n1ow wish to inquire as to the relative merits of nar-
row- and broad-band techniques for this service.

First let us assunie an environment in which all sta-
tions are under the complete control of a central author-

ity. Under this special condition, frequency division will
result in circuit bandwidths of Q/K and, since there will
be no interference and background noise is ignored, the
capacity per circuit will be, using (16a),

CPN = (24)K

By comparison, the broad-band approach would yield a
circuit bandwidth of Q and a noise power N of aKP,
which, if an average strength signal were being received,
would result in a capacity per circuit of

CVB = (25)
,yaK

usinig (16). Comparing (25) and (24) we see that if such
a well-disciplined enivironment can be found, the niarrow-
band system would be superior provided that the duty
cycle factor a is kept high. For example, if a= 1 (each sta-
tion tranismitting continuously) the narrow-band system
appears to offer about a ten-to-one data rate advantage
(for y =10). If, due to operational considerations, the
average duty cycle is low (say, 10 per cent or even 1
per cent or less as may quite often be the case), theni the
broad-band system, even under such ideal conditionis,
becomes superior.
The reasons for this are quite clear. If the duty cycle is

low, the narrow-band system wastes spectrum since
most of the allocated channels in Q will be idle at any
time. This cannot be avoided since each of the K stations
must have access to communicationis at any time. The
broad-band system takes immediate advantage of a
low-duty cycle since this keeps the "noise" level at low
values and increases the per-circuit capacity. The nar-
row-band approach guarantees complete elimination of
interference between stations (orthogonality, as the
specialist would say), while in the broad-band case each
station appears as noise to the others. Thus, at high
duty cycles the narrow-band system is superior because
it avoids this "noise" problem completely. We must con-
clude then that the narrow-band systemii has sensible
application under very special conditions (such as in
radio broadcasting), but that even where complete con-
trol of all transmitters is possible, the broad-band sys-
tem can easily prove to be the more efficient user of
spectrum.
We shall now consider the same communiicationis serv-

ice problem as before, except that we shall abandon- any
hope of a disciplined use of the bandwidth U. In most
military applications, a conigested band assumption is
much more realistic for several reasons. Certainly two
opposing military forces will have planned their spec-
trum usage independently. Under such conditiorns inter-
ferelnce will be the expected rather than the unusual
event. If narrow-band systems have been chosen, it is
quite likely that each operator will shift frequency
when severe interference is encountered in an attempt
to maintain service. This is only the natural and sensible
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thinig to do. Furthermore, under coniditions where signals
propagate over distances of man-y thousanids of m-niles,
in-terferenice will no doubt be quite comnmoni en-eri be-
tween stations that are a part of the same imilitary
force. It seems unrealistic to expect that interferen-ice
can. be preveinted by administrative m.eans whenl the
total niumber of users is large and when the geographic
distances betweeni groups of users is great. It imust be
presumed then that, in spite of careful allocation at-
tempts, the niarrow-band approach will inot preven-t il
terference and that congested operatii'g coniditionls will
certainly prevail.

Conisider the problem that ani operator faces when-l
tryinig to clear messages in a congested ban-id usiig lar-
row-band systemns. As we have showii, the SNR in such
a case is a statistical quanitity varying froiom very good
at one time to hopelessly poor minilutes or even seco.nIds
later. If the da.ta rate is set too high (based oi-i those
timies when the SNR is good), imiuch of the traffic wrill be
lost and repetition will be necessary. In order to know
what messages or parts of inessages were lost, a reti- ii
link is required, but this will also suffei fromi iilitei- er
eiice. Such operation- is quite inefficient and it would
soon be discovered that the da.ta i-ate would have to be
determin-ed by the least javorable SN R aiiticipated dur-
ing the operating period Thus, thte pr-icircuit channlel
capacity in this case imay be approximated roughly by

C21N - - (26)
NTnin yK

using (16).
'The assumption of conigestion does not alter the per

formanice of the broad-band system so that (25) still
holds. A rough estimate of the relative performanice of
these two approaches to the problem of congested band
operation may now be obtaiiied by taking the ratio of
(25) to (26).

CVB I

CIIN a(P/A ),ii i n

As rough as this approximation may be it still seens
rather certain that iii a congested banid the broad-band
system will normally far outperform the narrow-banid
system.

Eq. (25) may theni be taken as the average capacity
per ciicuit of a congested band. In slightly m-lodified
form wve have:

CB=- bits per second, (28)
yk

where k is the average nium-ber of actual users per cvcle
of banidwidth aind 'y is determined by the required

eiror probability accoiding to (14)
It imight be mentioneC it this poilnt that withl biroad-

banid operationi the DSB an-d SSF i-r-ethods of' n -oduhla
tion give identical iesults flor the same tra smission
bandwidth. As a practicail matter, the DSB system offe is
a two-to-ore increase ini transmissioln bandwidth in the
m-iodulation process over and above the baiidwidth in.
ci-ease obtained by coding processes at baseband. This
niay souInd strange to einigineers accustoi-ied. to desigii
work aimned at coniserving banddwidth. It is still true that
there are practical difficulties i"v'olved in designin<g
equipnment which uses mL-iore bandwidth/c.itly and
that the ban-dwidth doubling which miiay be obtained ii
the j:nodulation process with DSB wivll p ove qjuitc
helpful in general.

VIII ( ONCLtUSIONS

Sinice the invention, mi-ian-y years ago of the friequeiicy-
selective filter, it has been comnmoi practice to share the
iiherent capacity of the RF spectrumaii<1'1cX:1.g risers on
the basis of frequency allocationis. As the numibei of
users iiicreased, m--ethods were found for reducin-g trais-
missiorn baiidwidths so that new services could be at
commniodated in the existing spectr uir Extrapolatiiig the
past into the future has led to the iiatruiial attempt to
con-tinlue this evolutionrary process of seeking methods
for the further narrow:iing of transmission biandwidthls,
thlis providing service for the inecreasing user population

This philosophy of spectrum usage is based ojn a pai-
ticular course of developtnient which the riclino art hap-
penied to take, rather than oni any fundamiental physical
prin:ciples. The iinheie t coininunication capacity of the
spectrumi can be shared in ways other than-1by frequene y
allocation and for mani-y applicatioins the fiequenlcy divi_
sion approach represents a very poor choice indeed. In
the field of military cominmuiiications ini particulari the
tendency to follow the treiicis of the past qtyite oitein
leads to systems haviiig i-iegligible miiilitarv capability
although good inteintions may be to the contiary.

T'his is not to say that broad-ban-d systei-is hFave been
comnpletely ignored in the past. It could safely be said.,
lhowever, that the mxagnitude of the effort thus fai e-
penided oni the bioad-ban-d approach is far ott of piopork
tioni to the importan-ce of this tecihniiqtue,
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